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Cave of Gold™ 

Cave of Gold is a 5-reel, 3-row video slot with 30 fixed paylines. The objective is to land 

as many identical symbols as possible along a payline. Winning combinations start on the 

first reel on the left and run along an active payline to the last reel on the right. Only the 

highest winning combination is paid per line. Wins from different paylines add up. 

 

Potion Counter 

Any single, double or triple NITRO symbol appearing on a reel adds 1, 2 or 3 to the 

counter above that reel. Each counter can hold maximum of 3 NITRO. PERSISTENT 

WILD reels and the NITRO COUNTER for each reel are saved separately for each bet 

option. 

 

Persistent Wild 

Once 3 NITRO symbols are collected on the counter above a reel, the PERSISTENT 

WILD feature is triggered, and that reel will become a PERSISTENT WILD reel for the 

next 3 games, all played at the same bet. Whenever a new PERSISTENT WILD is 

triggered, the countdown for all currently visible PERSISTENT WILD reels is reset to 3, 

and those reels will remain PERSISTENT WILD reels for the next 3 games, played with 

the set bet option. All positions on PERSISTENT WILD reels are replaced by WILD 

symbols. PERSISTENT WILD reels are carried over to the FREE GAMES. PERSISTENT 

WILD reels are also carried over from the last game of the FREE GAMES to the base 

game. When the PERSISTENT WILD has been triggered on all 5 reels concurrently, a 

prize of 200×bet is awarded, all countdown plaques' values are reset to 0 and all 
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PERSISTENT WILD reels disappear. No line wins are awarded when the credit prize is 

won. 

 

Multiplier 

An incremental multiplier ×2, ×3 or ×4 will be offered when there are 2, 3 or 4 reels with 

PERSISTENT WILD symbols respectively. 

 

Scatter 

The SCATTER in this game is the TREASURE CHEST symbol and can appear on all 

reels. Only one TREASURE CHEST can appear on each reel. 

 

Free Games 

15, 20 or 25 FREE GAMES are awarded with landing on reels 3, 4 or 5 TREASURE 

CHEST symbols respectively. At the start of the FREE GAMES a GRAND NITRO METER 

is added to the gameplay, with an initial value of 0. During FREE GAMES, each single, 

double or triple NITRO symbol that appears adds 1, 2 or 3 to the GRAND NITRO METER 

respectively. FREE GAMES can be retriggered with 5, 15, 20 or 25 extra FREE GAMES, 

if 2, 3, 4 or 5 TREASURE CHEST symbols appear respectively during the FREE GAMES. 

FREE GAMES rounds are played at triggered bet and lines, on an alternate set of reels. 

 

Grand Reward 

If the GRAND NITRO METER reaches 15, the GRAND REWARD is awarded, and the 

GRAND NITRO METER will be reset to 0. GRAND REWARD prize equals 500×bet. 

 

Free Games Explode Feature 

The EXPLODE FEATURE may be triggered randomly during the FREE GAMES, when 

the number on GRAND NITRO METER is at least 3. When the EXPLODE FEATURE is 

triggered, BOMB WILD symbols will be added to random locations on the reels. The total 
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number of BOMB WILD symbols added will be equal to the number on the GRAND 

NITRO METER. The meter will then be reset to 0. Wins are paid once only after all BOMB 

WILD symbols have been placed on the reel window. 

 

RTP 

92,21% / 94,24% / 96,07% 


